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A STYLISH 
COFFEE 
EXPERIENCE 

Lua is our award-winning and elegant 
coffee machine that gives customers 
their desired, flavorful beverage. 

Lua offers your customers reliable, high-quality, customizable drinks. 

They can select from a wide variety of coffee drinks, soluble drinks and 

hot water.

A gorgeous, high-resolution glass touchscreen enables users to pick 

their favorite drink intuitively. But Lua isn’t just about looks. All its 

design elements, like the guiding lights for cup placement, also have a 

practical utility.

You can also use Lua to communicate brand videos, images, company 

announcements, or advertisements using our ConnectMe® solution 

that helps increase user engagement.

With its hassle-free maintenance and easy cleaning, this reliable 

and stylish machine elevates the service you provide to your valued 

customers.
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Reliable
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A STYLISH 
COFFEE 
EXPERIENCE 

FEATURES
1. Large display 
18.5-inch glass touchscreen with  

large product icons and clear texts. 

2. Water outlet
A separate hot water outlet.

3. Light effects 
Supports intuitive cup placement  

and enhanced user experience.

4. Cup stand
A removable cup stand and  

easy-to-clean drip tray.

5. Customizable menu
The menu layout is adjustable and  

easy to update via ConnectMe.  
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Lua
Save

Office main building

Type

Label

Serial

Tags

Lua

Lua 81722a78162

2020301029

Online

Last communication 5 min ago

Status

Rinse brewer with tablet now

Empty waste bucket now

Operational info

connectme.coffee

When a coffee machine is connected

to the internet you can access all

11:20

RELIABLE, SMOOTH, 
AND EASY MAINTENANCE
Our coffee machines are designed to stand the test of time. They ensure 

smooth operation with reliable performance, easy maintenance, and low 

total cost of ownership (TCO). We believe in intuitive design that makes 

our products easy to use for customers, consumers, and technicians. 

Our ConnectMe solution empowers you to diagnose and solve problems 

remotely, enabling higher service at lower costs. 
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CONNECT YOUR
COFFEE MACHINE
ConnectMe is our two-way communication 

connectivity tool that helps you improve customer 

service and ensure hassle-free maintenance. When a 

coffee machine is connected to the internet, you can 

access all machine information by simply logging in. 

You can diagnose and solve problems without leaving 

your office. This allows you to help your customer while 

saving time and resources, so you can deliver higher 

service and lower costs.

With ConnectMe, you’ll get to know your coffee 

machine(s) like never before. ConnectMe provides  

you with all the data to do preventive maintenance, 

like part replacement. Consumption data is also 

available, so you can plan cleaning during off-peak 

hours or put machines in energy-saving mode  

when they aren’t being used.

Transform your coffee machines into interactive 

communication platforms and use ConnectMe for 

announcements, brand videos, and advertisements. 
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LUA BREW 
TECHNOLOGY

CoEx XL® 
Our CoEx XL technology has a “barista twist” that provides 

an even coffee bed for optimal extraction. Our patented 

pressure regulator guarantees consistent coffee quality 

every time. Recipes are easy to set up. Gram throw between 

8 and 20 grams.
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Bean-to -
cup
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SUSTAINABILITY
We take pride in taking good care of our company, each other, and our 

world. Today and all the days ahead. 

Our machines are designed in line with our ACT2 circular guidelines using 

high-quality and partly recycled sustainable materials. This ensures machines 

are easy to repair, refurbish, and recycle, reducing their environmental impact 

throughout their lifecycle.

When our machines are connected to ConnectMe, additional energy-saving 

benefits become evident. Customers can save up to 30% of energy through 

an adaptive energy-saving mode, on top of the regular pre-programmed 

energy-saving setting. ConnectMe analyzes user trends on the machines and 

automatically activates the energy-saving mode when appropriate, ensuring 

that the equipment remains operational whenever it is needed.
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Circular  
  design
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TAILOR TO 
YOUR NEEDS
We offer a wide variety of options and accessories to 

tailor your machine. Configure the machine to your 

customers’ specific needs. Your choices include: one 

or two whole beans, milk powder, chocolate powder 

and vanilla powder. Available options include a base 

cabinet and a payment system.

Curious to learn more about your different  

options? Visit our website or contact us via  

sales@dejongduke.com

18.5-inch
Touchscreen

Separate
water
outlet

Cup/glass
detection

Removable
cup stand
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Specs

Weight 1 92.6 - 121.3 lb

Height 2 34.9 / 40.22 inch

Width 17 inch

Depth 23.5 inch

Power 1 120V

1. Depending on the model

2. With bean canisters
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Get in touch: 
De Jong DUKE LLC

12680 Delta Street 

Taylor, MI, 48180

USA

T +1 734 403 1708

M sales@dejongduke.com

W www.dejongduke.us 

About de Jong DUKE
De Jong DUKE is a Dutch, family-owned business founded in 

1897. We believe in living up to our promises and doing what 

we say we’ll do. Continuity and a clear focus on the future are 

fundamental to our organization. From our production sites in the 

Netherlands and the US, we serve customers across the globe.

 

We are dedicated to creating innovative, reliable, and  

easy-to-use coffee machines for the out-of-home market.  

Our in-house engineers and software developers continuously 

develop our ConnectMe software and our coffee machines,  

to provide the best, most user-friendly coffee machine 

experiences. Our machines make high-quality coffee and  

serve the perfect cup every time.
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